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Abstract: Stock price prediction is a significant area of research in finance that has been ongoing for a long time. Several mathematical models have been utilized in this field to predict stock prices. However, recently, machine learning techniques have demonstrated remarkable performance in stock price prediction. Moreover, XAI (explainable artificial intelligence) methodologies have been developed, which are models capable of interpreting the results of machine learning algorithms. This study utilizes machine learning to predict stock prices and uses XAI methodologies to investigate the factors that influence this prediction. Specifically, we investigated the relationship between the public’s interest in artists affiliated with four K-pop entertainment companies (HYBE, SM, JYP, and YG). We used the Naver Keyword Trend and Google Trend index data for the companies and their representative artists to measure local and global interest. Furthermore, we employed the SHAP-XGBoost model to show how the local and global interest in each artist affects the companies’ stock prices. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) and XGBoost are models that show excellent results as XAI and machine learning methodologies, respectively. We found that SM, JYP, and YG are highly correlated, whereas HYBE is a major player in the industry. YG is influenced by variables from other companies, likely owing to HYBE being a major shareholder in YG’s subsidiary music distribution company. The influence of popular artists from each company was significant in predicting the companies’ stock prices. Additionally, the foreign ownership ratio of a company’s stocks affected the importance of Google Trend and Naver Trend indexes. For example, JYP and SM had relatively high foreign ownership ratios and were influenced more by Google Trend indexes, whereas HYBE and YG were influenced more by Naver Trend indexes. Finally, the trend indexes of artists in SM and HYBE had a positive correlation with stock prices, whereas those of YG and JYP had a negative correlation. This may be due to steady promotions and album releases from SM and HYBE artists, while YG and JYP suffered from negative publicity related to their artists and executives. Overall, this study suggests that public interest in K-pop artists can have a significant impact on the financial performance of entertainment companies. Moreover, our approach offers valuable insights into the dynamics of the stock market, which makes it a promising technique for understanding and predicting the behavior of entertainment stocks.
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1. Introduction

Measuring the interests of people is important in finance. For example, investors often base their investment decisions on their interests and preferences. By measuring people’s interests in various investment options, financial institutions can offer investment products that align with the interests of their clients. This can increase the likelihood of
investors making informed investment decisions that meet their financial goals. Owing to the development of information technology (IT), measuring people’s interests is becoming increasingly important in various fields.

IT has reorganized the financial structures and societies that form the basis of industries. With the current internet-oriented culture, celebrities use social media and other online platforms to intensify their messages. Thus, they leverage digital media channels to significantly influence and interact with their fans and audiences. For instance, artists inform the public of their upcoming releases and the latest news, which immediately garners reactions in various fields, including financial investing (“How is digital media affecting the entertainment industry?”, https://startup.info/how-is-digital-media-affecting-the-entertainment-industry/, (accessed on 1 February 2023)).

Many studies have utilized social network service data to evaluate investor attention and its impact on several industries. Moussa et al. [1] gauged the impact of investor attention on stock market trading volume using the Google Search Volume Index (GSVI). Chen et al. [2] investigated the linkage between investor sentiment and the Chinese stock market. Lee et al. [3] examined whether investor attention observed as GSVI and locally specific factors influences exchanged traded fund (ETF) returns.

“Giving attention” to something implies that it has more value than any alternative thing, which is the basic concept of the Attention-Based Economy (ABM). The entertainment industry has attracted people to the virtual world, which requires continuous attention. Public concentration is significant in the entertainment industry because it is directly related to financial gains (“Innovation, entertainment and the quest for attention”, https://www.insighteurs.com/innovation-entertainment-attention/, (accessed on 1 February 2023)).

K-pop culture and the music industry have become increasingly popular in many foreign nations through the Korean Wave, also known as Hallyu. The popularity of K-pop is international, with some of its major markets being the United States, India, Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Germany, the UK, the Philippines, Japan, and France. According to estimates, the K-Pop industry earns approximately USD 10 billion for the country each year. In 2021, Spotify, a music streaming service, disclosed that the monthly average number of K-Pop streams worldwide reached over 7.97 billion per month. Moreover, #KpopTwitter beat its own record with 7.8 billion global Tweets in 2021, with the previous record being 6.7 billion Tweets in 2020 (“K-pop is making billions for South Korea”, https://www.asiafundmanagers.com/gbr/kpop-and-economic-impact-on-south-korea/, (accessed on 1 February 2023)).

In this study, we investigate how public interest affects the Korean entertainment industry, as represented by K-pop. This is based on the assumption that the public’s interest in artists belonging to a particular entertainment company affects the company’s financial factors. In addition, we examine the importance of local and global markets in the Korean entertainment industry by comparing the influence of domestic and foreign indicators on entertainment stock prices.

To this end, we selected four big K-pop entertainment companies (HYBE, SM, JYP, and YG) and collected data on local and overseas interests in artists belonging to these companies. In addition, we employed local and overseas interests as search-volume-based indicators for individual artists of Naver and Google, named as Naver Keyword Trend and Google Trend index (or, Search Volume Index (SVI) from Google Trends is called the Google Trend index and examines people’s interests). Recently, several studies have considered Google search volume as a measure of public interest in finance (Bijl et al. [4], Swamy et al. [5], Swamy et al. [5], Costola et al. [6], Klein [7], and Koch and Dimpf [8]).

Methodologically, we employ the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm and the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) models to analyze the importance of domestic and foreign indicators for predicting the stock prices of the four companies. The XGBoost model is a useful machine learning technique with several advantages, such as fast implementation (Han et al. [9]), high efficiency (Bhatnagar et al. [10]), and regularization (Bentéjac et al. [11]). The SHAP algorithm was introduced to overcome the
black-box problem in machine learning models. Consequently, the SHAP method has been recently used to explain the predictions of machine learning models. Furthermore, it has a model-agnostic nature and provides interpretable feature-importance scores. In this study, we used a combination of the two models called SHAP-XGBoost. Several studies have used the SHAP-XGBoost algorithm to explain the importance of features in predictions (Nasiri et al. [12], Fatahi et al. [13], Yang et al. [14], and Zhang et al. [15]). We review these two methodologies in Section 3.

In addition to machine learning, traditional mathematical models have been used in stock price prediction research. For example, Rathnayaka et al. [16] aimed to develop a forecasting model using the Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) approach to estimate share price indices for short-term investments in the Colombo Stock Exchange. Comparisons with the traditional ARIMA approach indicated that the newly proposed model was highly valuable for investors seeking to make informed investment decisions. Agustini et al. [17] also utilized GBM to perform various tasks such as computing returns and generating stock price predictions. The results of their research indicated that the GBM model was highly precise, as evidenced by a forecast MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) value of less than 20%. Recently, studies using fractional Brownian motion (FBM) have been reported. For instance, Liu and Huang [18] suggested a model combining GARCH and FBM for carbon option price forecasting in the context of carbon trading. The model was evaluated using daily closing prices of EUA option contracts, and the results demonstrate that it provided the closest fit to the actual prices compared to three other models. Hu et al. [19] introduced a stock prediction model that integrated mixed fractional Brownian motion (MFBM) and an improved fractional-order particle swarm optimization algorithm. The model adjusts parameters to incorporate both GBM and geometric fractional Brownian motion (GFBM). Through experiments and error analysis, it was proved that the proposed model outperformed GBM, GFBM, and MFBM models in stock price prediction, highlighting its accuracy and validity.

In contrast to traditional mathematical and statistical methods, machine learning models have been shown in multiple research studies to have better predictive accuracy (Kim et al. [20], Shin et al. [21], Grendas et al. [22], Chae and Choi [23]). As a result, we have chosen to use the SHAP-XGBoost algorithm to predict stock prices for K-pop entertainment companies.

Our study contributes to the literature in three ways. First, the results of the research on the K-pop industry contribute to the previous financial literature. Recently, interest in K-pop has grown worldwide; accordingly, we provide an empirical analysis of companies related to the K-pop industry. Second, we compare the influence of global and local public interest in the entertainment industry. To date, no studies have been conducted on the differences between the two. Third, to analyze the influence of factors on entertainment companies’ stock prices, we employ the SHAP-XGBoost algorithm. Accordingly, we analyze the extent to which each feature contributes to the entertainment companies’ stock prices and the most influential features. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use the explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) methodology to predict the stock prices of entertainment companies.

The relationship between people’s interests and the price of financial assets has been the subject of extensive research. Several studies have explored the impact of interest measures on predicting financial asset prices (Barber and Odean [24], Da et al. [25], Li and Yu [26], Zhang et al. [27], Han et al. [28], Halousková et al. [29]). In addition, one common approach to measuring people’s interests is by analyzing the public’s search volume or frequency, often using platforms such as Google search volume. Numerous studies have reported findings on the relationship between the Google search volume data and financial asset prices (Bank et al. [30], Alexander Dietzel et al. [31], Liu et al. [32], Li et al. [33], Hu et al. [34], Huang et al. [35], Fan et al. [36]). Building on this body of literature, our study aims to investigate the relationship between measures of public interest and stock prices, with a particular focus on the entertainment industry. We posit
that the measure of public interest in the entertainment industry, specifically K-pop, can play a crucial role in predicting stock prices. K-pop has experienced a significant surge in popularity, not only in the local (Korean) market but also in the global market. Therefore, it serves as a compelling subject of analysis for our study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we briefly introduce the previous studies related to our study. In Section 3, we introduce the SHAP-XGBoost model. Section 4 describes the indicator data (Naver Trend and GSVI) and provides a preliminary statistical analysis of the stock prices of the four companies. Section 5 presents the results of the feature importance analysis. Finally, we provide the summary and concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Social Network Service Data

Several studies have analyzed the relationship between stocks and GSVI. Moussa et al. [1] assessed how GSVI, which substitutes investor attention, affects stock market trading volume. Swamy et al. [5] detected that high quantiles of GSVI predict positive and significant returns in the ensuing three weeks, and GSVI operates as a valuable forecaster of both the direction and magnitude of excess returns. Chen et al. [2] studied the relationship between investor sentiment and stock market accrued volatility. This study suggests that the search volume index, which acts as a surrogate for investor attention, has good performance in the autoregressive moving average model (ARMA). Lee et al. [3] investigated whether investor attention proxied by GSVI and native country-specific factors affects the quantile of ETF returns. El Ouadghiri et al. [37] examined the impact of US media concern about climate change and pollution on US stock indices using US GSVI for these two topics. Dharani et al. [38] investigated the connection between GSVI and stock returns in India and discovered that the search attention index (SAI) and excess stock returns have a positive correlation.

2.2. Entertainment Stock

Subsequently, these studies investigated the volatility of entertainment stocks. Joshi and Hanssens [39] inspected the impact of a single movie’s release on the investor assessment of the studio. They found that it indirectly influences the evaluation of the studio and raises the expectation of excess stock returns after release. Joshi [40] evaluated the difference between the weekly revenue of star and average movies from the same genre to study the financial effect of movie stars. This study found that the revenue of movies with a star has lower weekly volatility than that of the average movie. Ltaifa et al. [41] investigated the variation of the market risk of entertainment enterprises in the Vietnamese stock exchange market during two periods, which was two years after low inflation and financial crisis. Edwards Barros et al. [42] assessed the fluctuation of Nintendo’s stock price with the publicity of the launch of the game Pokémon Go!, the symbolic game of the Nintendo. Chen [43] examined the impact of COVID-19 on Disney’s stock price and returns and discovered that the epidemic negatively and significantly affected the volatility of Disney’s stock for a short period. Wu and Chen [44] researched whether media attention influences noneffective investment of A-share companies from the Chinese sports and entertainment industry. Their study suggests that media attention has a significantly negative effect on the overinvestment of assigned firms but not on the underinvestment. Hayduk III [45] analyzed the force of the host announcement of the 2018 PyeongChang Olympics on South Korea’s stock market and demonstrated that the statement had positive and influential power on cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) for 25 trading days after the announcement.

2.3. XAI

Yun et al. [46] adopted a hybrid GA-XGBoost prediction method for stock price direction forecasting and showed the significant and sound performance of feature engineering.
In addition, they interpreted the results using the SHAP technique. Antwarg et al. [47] introduced a method that uses Kernel SHAP for explaining anomalies revealed by an autoencoder and explained the linkage between the features and their impact when reconstruction error is high. They also demonstrated its efficiency, as SHAP is significantly more robust than LIME. Weng et al. [48] investigated using XGBoost to study the effect of financial pressure in forecasting the volatility of healthcare stocks in China and the USA. They adopted Shapley additive explanations to interpret the predictions of XGBoost, which demonstrated that the contribution of financial pressure is significantly stronger in China than in the USA. Lin and Bai [49] analyzed the connection among financial and non-financial indicators using the measurement data of 40 listed companies for feature selection with the XGBoost. They evaluated the effects of these indicators using the Shapley additive explanation value. Zou et al. [50] created a weighted XGBoost cost-sensitive model for predicting business failure and analyzed its interpretability, depicting the feature importance with a partial dependence plot (PDP).

3. Methods

3.1. Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost)

Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is an enhanced version of gradient boosting, which is a tree-based ensemble method. XGBoost overcomes the limitations of gradient boosting by addressing computational restrictions, handling regularization, allowing parallel training, and addressing missing data. Unlike gradient boosting, XGBoost uses a second-order Taylor expansion in its loss function and incorporates the learning results from previous iterations to weigh each sample during the current training phase (Nasiri et al. [12], Sairam et al. [51]). Numerous studies have demonstrated that the XGBoost method is a highly accurate and flexible AI predictor tool (Feng et al. [52], Nasiri et al. [12], Alsahaf et al. [53]). Compared with other conventional machine learning approaches, XGBoost offers a more extensive range of hyperparameters, making it better tuned and capable of achieving superior performance.

3.2. Shapley Value

The Shapley value, which originates from game theory, is a widely used method for fairly attributing the contributions of individual players and allocating the overall benefit (Shapley [54]). It is primarily employed in cooperative games in which players work together to form coalitions to maximize collective gain. This concept has been applied in various fields, such as data science, multi-agent systems, and machine learning (Bloch and Friedrich [55], Dong et al. [56], Rozemberczki and Sarkar [57]). The Shapley value is characterized by four fundamental properties, namely efficiency, symmetry, dummy, and additivity, that collectively ensure that the attribution of feature contributions is unbiased and unique. The efficiency property requires that the sum of the feature contributions add up to the total benefit, whereas symmetry states that features that contribute equally should have the same Shapley values. The dummy property requires that a feature with no marginal contribution to any model has a Shapley value of zero. Finally, additivity asserts that the solution is fair and unique when all four properties are satisfied, as established by Shapley [54] in his original work (Li [58]).

The Shapley value examines the weighted sum of the player’s marginal contributions in the cooperative game. When \( p \) players participate in a cooperative game, let \( S \) be a subset containing \( |S| \) players (1), where \( |·| \) is the number of elements in subset \( S \). Suppose that \( \phi_i \) is a contribution function of the \( i \)th player, which represents the value of coalition \( S \) and the total expected sum of profits obtained by the cooperation of the members of \( S \). Except for the \( i \)th player, the set of variables is denoted by \( P \). For example, \( \phi_i \) is defined as follows:

\[
\phi_i = \sum_{S \subseteq \{x_1, \ldots, x_p\} \setminus x_i} \frac{|S|!(|P| - |S| - 1)!}{|P|!} [f(S \cup x_i) - f(S)],
\]

where \( f(S) \) is the outcome of the game when a player in subset \( S \) participates.
Recently, the Shapley value has also been adopted to evaluate the contribution of each feature in interpretable machine learning. In XAI, features are considered players, and the prediction is the total benefit (Aas et al. [59]). Lundberg and Lee [60] introduced SHAP, which is a unified framework for explaining the predictions of complex models such as XGBoost. SHAP decomposes a black-box model \( f(x) \) into a simpler additive model (2).

This is the same as LIME in representing the input data \( x \) as simplified data \( x' \).

\[
g(z') = \phi_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{d} \phi_i z'_i \tag{2}
\]

where \( z' \in \{0, 1\}^d \), \( d \) is the number of simplified features. Here, \( \phi_i \) denotes the Shapley value obtained from (1); \( \phi_0 \) is a constant when all the inputs are missing.

4. Data Description

We selected four entertainment companies (HYBE, SM, YG, and JYP) that have a significant impact on the K-pop industry, and we collected their daily stock prices from 1 November 2020 to 31 December 2022. The selected companies have a strong presence in the Korean entertainment industry, either by creating groundbreaking changes or by starting their businesses during the emergence of the K-pop industry in the late 1990s or the early 2000s.

From the four entertainment companies, we selected at least five representative artists based on their album sales on the Hanteo chart and their popularity as measured by their Instagram followers. Table 1 lists the representative artists selected from each enterprise. To measure the interest of investors in the chosen artists, we utilized Naver and Google Trend indexes during the same period, which were set to 100 on the day when a specific search term was most frequently searched during the sample period; the search volume was relatively represented on a scale of 0 to 100. In addition, we collected data during the same period on four stock market indexes (KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX) to examine the impact of domestic and US markets on the K-pop industry.

Table 1. Selected representative artists from the four entertainment companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HYBE</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>JYP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>Baekhyun (EXO)</td>
<td>BLACKPINK</td>
<td>TWICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomorrow X Together (TXT)</td>
<td>Taeyeon (SNSD)</td>
<td>JENNIE</td>
<td>ITZY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENHYPEN</td>
<td>Red Velvet</td>
<td>ROSE</td>
<td>NiNiU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZICO</td>
<td>NCT 127</td>
<td>LISA</td>
<td>DAY6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVENTEEN</td>
<td>NCT DREAM</td>
<td>WINNER</td>
<td>Stray Kids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewJeans</td>
<td>aespa</td>
<td>AKMU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESERAFFIM</td>
<td>SuperM</td>
<td>TREASURE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 displays the summary statistics of the stock prices of the four entertainment firms and four stock indexes (KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX). Among the entertainment companies’ stock prices, HYBE has the highest value, and its range is drastically different from the rest. The ranges of SM, YG, and JYP’s stock prices are similar; however, JYP’s stock price is the lowest. HYBE has a relatively large standard deviation, confirming that the data are divided into two clusters based on their distribution. On the other hand, YG has a significantly small standard deviation and high kurtosis, suggesting that the data are concentrated around the mean and have a sharp distribution. SM’s stock price has a negative skewness value, indicating a left-skewed distribution. Regarding the stock price index data, KOSPI has a negative skewness and the smallest kurtosis, indicating a left-skewed distribution with a thin tail. In fact, examining the data distribution confirms that the data are divided into three clusters. VKOSPI has a skewness of 1.08, indicating a right-skewed distribution. It also has the largest kurtosis among the stock price index data, suggesting a relatively thick tail distribution.
Table 2. Summary statistics for the stock prices of HYBE, SM, YG, and JYP entertainment and stock indexes of KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Std.Dev.</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HYBE</td>
<td>234,576</td>
<td>414,000</td>
<td>109,500</td>
<td>70,962.81</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>59,092.88</td>
<td>85,900</td>
<td>28,100</td>
<td>18,078.03</td>
<td>−0.72</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YG</td>
<td>52,446.08</td>
<td>73,100</td>
<td>39,850</td>
<td>7764.52</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JYP</td>
<td>47,369.40</td>
<td>68,200</td>
<td>30,950</td>
<td>9749.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSPI</td>
<td>2803.24</td>
<td>3305.21</td>
<td>2155.49</td>
<td>327.40</td>
<td>−0.20</td>
<td>−1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VKOSPI</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>35.73</td>
<td>12.55</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>4142.95</td>
<td>4796.56</td>
<td>3310.24</td>
<td>327.77</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>−1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIX</td>
<td>22.99</td>
<td>38.57</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 1–8 depict the daily and weekly interest indexes of the representative artists from each entertainment company. In the early stages of the sample period, SM showed a significant increase in both indexes of singer Baekhyun and the Google Trend index of the group SuperM; however, it seemingly declined as the period progressed. In addition, the Naver Trend index of the group aespa consistently remained high, indicating a sustained interest in the group within Korea. In the case of HYBE, the Naver Trend index of its most representative group, BTS, remained high throughout the sample period, followed by high Google Trend indexes for the groups TXT and ENHYPEN. In addition, it can be observed through the Google Trend index of the group NewJeans that they received significant attention upon their debut in the second half of 2022. JYP consistently maintained high Google Trend indexes for its groups TWICE, ITZY, and Stray Kids, indicating a higher interest overseas than other agencies. In the case of YG, the Google Trend index of its most representative group, BLACKPINK, was high. In the latter half of the sample period, LISA’s Google Trend index was also high. Overall, there was a tendency towards lower interest, except for strikes, and it was estimated that there was a significant fluctuation in the interest indexes during the sample period. Additionally, the weekly interest index tended to be higher than the daily interest index, seemingly owing to it being averaged over seven days.

Figure 9 shows the stock prices of the four entertainment enterprises from November 2020 to December 2022. Compared to the other three companies, HYBE’s stock price has an extremely large value that differs significantly in its range. While the minimum value of HYBE is KRW 109,500, the maximum values of the other three companies are KRW 85,900, KRW 68,200, and KRW 73,100, respectively. None of these values exceed KRW 100,000, indicating a different range of values. Additionally, HYBE’s stock price continuously declined after November 2021 but rebounded after October 2022. Although SM showed a growth trend during the sample period, YG showed a continuous downward trend.
Figure 1. Daily interest indexes of the representative artists from HYBE. (a) Daily interest indexes of HYBE artists (BTS and TXT). (b) Daily interest indexes of HYBE artists (SEVENTEEN and ZICO). (c) Daily interest indexes of HYBE artists (ENHYPEN, NewJeans, and LE SSERAFIM).
Figure 2. Daily interest indexes of the representative artists from SM. (a) Daily interest indexes of SM artists (Baekhyun and Taeyeon). (b) Daily interest indexes of SM artists (NCT 127 and NCT DREAM). (c) Daily interest indexes of SM artists (Red Velvet, SuperM, and aespa).
Figure 3. Daily interest indexes of the representative artists from YG. (a) Daily interest indexes of YG artists (BLACKPINK and JENNIE). (b) Daily interest indexes of YG artists (ROSÉ and LISA). (c) Daily interest indexes of YG artists (WINNER, AKMU, and TREASURE).
Figure 4. Daily interest indexes of the representative artists from JYP. (a) Daily interest indexes of JYP artists (TWICE and ITZY). (b) Daily interest indexes of JYP artists (DAY6, Stray Kids and NiZiU).

Figure 5. Cont.
Figure 5. Weekly interest indexes of the representative artists from HYBE. (a) Weekly interest indexes of HYBE artists (BTS and TXT). (b) Weekly interest indexes of HYBE artists (SEVENTEEN and ZICO). (c) Weekly interest indexes of HYBE artists (ENHYPEN, NewJeans, and LE SSERAFIM).
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Figure 6. Weekly interest indexes of the representative artists from SM. (a) Weekly interest indexes of SM artists (Baekhyun and Taeyeon). (b) Weekly interest indexes of SM artists (NCT 127 and NCT DREAM). (c) Weekly interest indexes of SM artists (Red Velvet, SuperM, and aespa).
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Figure 7. Weekly interest indexes of the representative artists from YG. (a) Weekly interest indexes of YG artists (BLACKPINK and JENNIE). (b) Weekly interest indexes of YG artists (ROSE and LISA). (c) Weekly interest indexes of YG artists (WINNER, AKMU, and TREASURE).
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Figure 8. Weekly interest indexes of the representative artists from JYP. (a) Weekly interest indexes of JYP artists (TWICE and ITZY). (b) Weekly interest indexes of JYP artists (DAY6, Stray Kids, and NiZIU).

Figure 9. Stock prices of the four entertainment companies from November 2020 to December 2022.

5. SHAP-XGBoost Analysis Results

In this section, we provide SHAP-XGBoost analysis results with several features for predicting the stock prices of the four companies. To discover the impact of local and global interests, we employed the Naver and Google Trend indexes for each artist in each company. Furthermore, for a relative comparison of the feature importance, we included the stock prices of other companies: the Korean stock index (KOSPI), the US stock index (S&P 500 index), Korean stock volatility (VKOSPI), and the US stock volatility (VIX) in the feature set. In addition, we used daily and weekly data to confirm the differences in the analysis results according to the data frequency. We implemented SHAP-XGBoost analysis using Python packages (“shap” and “xgboost”). The XGBoost hyperparameters are listed in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. XGBoost parameter settings for the prediction of the daily stock prices of four entertainment enterprises. Linear booster and regression with squared loss were used as the base learner and learning objective, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>HYBE</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>JYP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gradient-boosted trees</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum depth of trees</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 regularization term on weights</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 regularization term on weights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsample ratio of columns for each level</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4.** XGBoost parameter settings for the prediction of the weekly stock prices of four entertainment enterprises. Linear booster and regression with squared loss was used as the base learner and learning objective, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>SM</th>
<th>HYBE</th>
<th>YG</th>
<th>JYP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gradient-boosted trees</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum depth of trees</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 regularization term on weights</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 regularization term on weights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsample ratio of columns for each level</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 shows the results of calculating the SHAP value of the XGBoost model that predicts SM’s daily stock price using variables including SM-affiliated artists’ daily Naver and Google Trend indexes, HYBE, JYP, YG, KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX. Unlike the model trained with weekly data, JYP’s stock price had an overwhelmingly greater influence, followed by Baekhyun’s Google Trend index, YG’s stock price, and the S&P 500 index, which accounted for the top second to fourth places in terms of variable importance. Unlike the model trained with weekly data, JYP and YG’s stock prices showed a significantly higher positive correlation with variable importance, whereas the importance of HYBE’s stock price remained similar in ranking. In addition, unlike the model that predicts weekly stock prices, the importance of the KOSPI index was greatly reduced, and the importance of the S&P 500 and VIX variables increased, suggesting that the influence of the US market is greater in predicting daily data. The trend index of affiliated artists showed similar correlations and rankings, with no significant changes except that Baekhyun’s Google Trend index played a more important role than the Naver Trend index. Baekhyun’s trend index was followed by that of SuperM, which showed a negative correlation with SM’s daily stock price and had significant importance.
Figure 11 shows the SHAP value of the predictive model for HYBE’s daily stock price using the following variables: HYBE’s artists’ daily Naver and Google trend indexes, the stock prices of SM, JYP, and YG, and the indices of KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX. The S&P 500 was the most important variable for predicting the stock prices, as with the weekly model. However, significant differences were observed in the other variables. SM’s stock price was relatively more important than the other companies’ stock prices, ranking among the top four variables in terms of importance. In addition, JYP’s stock price became more important than in the model trained with weekly data. In terms of the daily trend index of HYBE’s artists, the Naver Trend index of the new group NewJeans had the sixth largest influence on stock price despite having a negative correlation with HYBE’s stock price. The trend indexes of the new groups ENHYPEN and LE SSERAFTM, which debuted in 2020 and 2022, respectively, had a significant impact. In the weekly model, BTS’s Naver Trend Index had the second largest influence; however, in the daily model, its influence was lower than that of the trend index of the new group. The stock index variables showed that the importance of the S&P 500 was significantly high, and the KOSPI index had the second largest importance and was positively correlated with HYBE’s stock price. VKOSPI and VIX had similar rankings in variable importance to the model trained with weekly data, and they had a negative correlation with HYBE’s stock price.
Figure 12 depicts the model that used daily data for YG’s stock price and included the daily Naver and Google Trend indexes of YG’s artists as well as the stock prices of SM, JYP, HYBE, KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX. The results showed that the stock prices of other agencies had a positive correlation with YG’s stock price and had a significant impact, and the variable importance of the S&P 500 index was even greater. In terms of the trend index of YG’s artists, Jennie’s Naver Trend index had higher variable importance than the KOSPI index. Furthermore, compared to the model trained with weekly data, the variable importance of the Naver Trend index of the singer-songwriter AKMU was relatively high and negatively correlated with YG’s stock price. Unlike the models for other agencies, the model for predicting YG’s stock price did not show a significant difference when using daily and weekly data; the stock prices of other agencies had a significant impact.
Figure 13 shows the results of calculating the SHAP value of the XGBoost model that predicted JYP’s daily stock price using various variables, including the daily Naver and Google Trend indexes of JYP’s affiliated artists, SM, HYBE, YG, KOSPI, VKOSPI, S&P 500, and VIX. Unlike the model that used weekly data, SM’s stock price was the most important, followed by KOSPI’s and DAY6’s Google Trend, which had a similar level of importance. Regarding the stock price index, KOSPI and VKOSPI had a relatively strong impact, and the importance of VKOSPI was higher than that of the weekly model, indicating that the influence of the domestic market is greater, even in predicting daily stock prices. However, KOSPI had a positive correlation with JYP’s stock price in the model predicting weekly stock prices. Conversely, KOSPI showed a weak negative correlation in the model predicting daily stock prices. The ranks of variable importance for the trend index of affiliated artists
were almost identical, and it was also found that the Google Trend index of the group Stray Kids was the only variable that had a positive correlation with JYP’s daily stock price and a higher level of importance than the model predicting weekly stock prices.

Figure 13. Daily JYP. (a) Daily JYP feature importance. (b) Daily JYP summary.

Figure 14 shows the results of calculating the SHAP value of the XGBoost model, which predicts SM’s weekly stock price using various variables. KOSPI had the greatest influence, followed by JYP’s stock price and the trend index of Baekhyun, a member of the boy group EXO. Unlike the model that predicts HYBE’s stock price, the importance of HYBE’s stock price variables in predicting SM’s stock price is minimal. Among the trend index variables of affiliated artists, Baekhyun’s Google and Naver Trend indexes, followed by SuperM’s Google Trend index—a reorganized group consisting of popular members from each group—had significant importance. All showed a negative correlation with SM’s weekly stock price. Among the stock price index variables, KOSPI and VKOSPI had significantly higher variable importance, suggesting that domestic market influence is greater in predicting SM’s stock price.
Figure 14. Weekly SM. (a) Weekly SM feature importance. (b) Weekly SM summary.

Figure 15 shows the results of calculating the SHAP values of the XGBoost model, which predicts the weekly stock price of HYBE using each variable. The results are explained using the XAI method. Similar to the previous results, the S&P 500 had the greatest influence; however, different results were observed for artist search volumes. Originally, the negative influence of the group LE SSERAFIM was high; however, after tuning the hyperparameters, BTS’s Naver Trend index had the second largest influence, after the S&P 500. Additionally, the influence of the group ENHYPEN, which debuted after 2020, was negligible in the previous model; however, in the newly tuned model, ENHYPEN’s Google Trend index had a significant influence, ranking among the top five variables. On the other hand, the influence of the group Seventeen and singer ZICO declined relatively,
and their importance fell below that of the new groups, such as NewJeans, LE SSERAFIM, and ENHYPEN.

![Weekly HYBE feature importance](image1.png)

![Weekly HYBE summary](image2.png)

**Figure 15.** Weekly HYBE. (a) Weekly HYBE feature importance. (b) Weekly HYBE summary.

Figure 16 shows the results of calculating the SHAP value of an XGBoost model that predicts YG’s daily stock prices using various variables. Similar to the model that predicted the stock prices of the three major agencies, including YG, SM, and JYP, SM’s stock price had the highest variable importance. However, unlike the models that predicted the stock prices of SM and JYP, HYBE’s stock price also had a significant impact. The Naver Trend index of BLACKPINK member Rosé and the KOSPI Index were observed to have a significant impact. Observing the trend index of the artists, even within BLACKPINK, Lisa, who has a much larger overseas fandom than domestic artists, had higher variable
importance in the Google Trend index. However, for Jennie and Rosé, who are members with similar popularity in Korea, the Naver Trend index had higher variable importance. Overall, the Google Trend index had higher variable importance in BLACKPINK’s trend index, indicating that the overall scale of the fandom is larger overseas. In addition, for the group Winner, the Naver Trend index had higher variable importance. On the other hand, the variable importance of the Google Trend index for the new group Treasure was higher, as the fandom size in countries such as Japan is relatively larger than in Korea.

Figure 16. Weekly YG. (a) Weekly YG feature importance. (b) Weekly YG summary.

Figure 17 shows the results of calculating the SHAP value of the XGBoost model that predicted JYP’s weekly stock price using various variables. Examining the ranking of variable importance, the Google Trend index of the band group DAY6 had the greatest
impact, followed by the KOSPI index, SM’s stock price, and YG’s stock price, indicating that these variables had a significant effect on predicting JYP’s weekly stock price. Similar to the model that predicts SM’s stock price, the influence of the stock prices of the three major agencies, excluding HYBE, was observed to be significant. Observing the stock price index, KOSPI and VKOSPI had a relatively strong impact, suggesting that the influence of the domestic market is greater in predicting JYP’s weekly stock price. In terms of the trend index of the affiliated artists, the Google Trend index of the group DAY6 had a large negative correlation with JYP’s stock price and a high level of importance. This is followed by the Naver Trend index of the girl-group TWICE, which also had a negative correlation with the stock price and ranked in the top five of variable importance.

Figure 17. Weekly JYP. (a) Weekly JYP feature importance. (b) Weekly JYP summary.

6. Concluding Remarks

We investigated whether the public’s interest in artists affiliated with each entertainment company in the entertainment industry, which acts as an important indicator, has a financial impact on the company. Therefore, we selected four companies in the K-pop industry, chose a representative artist for each company, and collected each artist’s Naver
Keyword Trend and Google Trend indexes. A model using XGBoost was created to predict an entertainment company’s stock price based on the interest index, stock index, and other companies’ stock prices. Feature importance through SHAP was also observed.

The main findings are summarized as follows. First, SM, JYP, and YG were shown to be highly correlated with each other but not for HYBE, which has recently emerged as a major player in the K-pop industry. In addition, YG is particularly influenced by variables from other companies, including HYBE, which may be owing to HYBE being a major shareholder in YG’s subsidiary music distribution company, YG PLUS.

Second, the influence of popular artists from each company is significant in predicting stock prices. In other words, the public’s interest in famous artists who generate the largest sales for an entertainment company affects the company’s stock price. Therefore, it can be said that the model used in this study generated reasonable and acceptable results.

Third, when the foreign ownership ratio of a company’s stocks is relatively high, the importance of Google Trend indexes is greater than that of Naver Trend indexes. For example, DAY6’s Google Trend index was found to be an important factor in the prediction model of daily JYP stock price, whereas SuperM’s Google Trend index was significant for SM, both of which have relatively high foreign ownership ratios. In contrast, for HYBE and YG, the Naver Trend indexes of NewJeans, TXT, BTS, and Jennie and Rosé were found to be more important than the Google Trend indexes.

Finally, the trend indexes of artists in SM and HYBE have a positive correlation with stock prices, whereas those in YG and JYP have a negative correlation. This may be due to the steady promotions and album releases of SM and HYBE artists, while YG and JYP suffered from negative publicity related to their artists and executives.

In concluding our study, it is important to acknowledge the limitations inherent in our research. Firstly, our study primarily focused on the application of SHAP-XGBoost analysis as the main methodology without providing a methodological robustness test. While our findings demonstrate a certain level of robustness within the scope of XGBoost, it is imperative to consider alternative boosting and machine learning methodologies, such as Adaptive Boosting and long short-term memory (Chang et al. [61], Chang et al. [62]) to further validate and strengthen our study results. We propose this robustness analysis as a subject for further research.

Secondly, while K-pop has garnered significant popularity not only in Korea but also in other Asian countries such as China and Japan, we regretfully did not account for these effects in our analysis. To address this shortcoming, we recommend incorporating additional data, such as China’s Baidu search volume data, to comprehensively examine the impact of each region on the K-pop industry. Furthermore, since this study used the interest index based on daily and weekly data, we also propose a study with intraday frequency as a future research task.

Lastly, it is crucial to acknowledge that our study solely relied on stock and volatility indices as the financial data influencing K-pop entertainment companies’ stock prices. However, we recognize that various other financial and economic indicators, such as GDP, EPU index, and GPR index, may exert an influence on K-pop stock prices. Hence, incorporating these additional indicators into the feature set for predicting entertainment stock prices would undoubtedly enhance the predictability of the model.
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